A computer model of field potential responses for the study of short-term plasticity in hippocampus.
Activity-dependent synaptic plasticity has important implications for network function. The previously developed model of the hippocampal CA1 area, which contained pyramidal cells (PC) and two types of interneurons involved in feed-forward and recurrent inhibition, respectively, and received synaptic inputs from CA3 neurons via the Schaffer collaterals, was enhanced by incorporating dynamic synaptic connections capable of changing their weights depending on presynaptic activation history. The model output was presented as field potentials, which were compared with those derived experimentally. The parameters of Schaffer collateral-PC excitatory model synapse were determined, with which the model successfully reproduced the complicated dynamics of train-stimulation sequential potentiation/depression observed in experimentally recorded field responses. It was found that the model better reproduces the time course of experimental field potentials if the inhibitory synapses on PC are also made dynamic, with expressed properties of frequency-dependent depression. This finding supports experimental evidence that these synapses are subject to activity-dependent depression. The model field potentials in response to various randomly generated and real (derived from recorded CA3 unit activity) long stimulating trains were calculated, illustrating that short-term plasticity with the observed characteristics could play specific roles in frequency processing in hippocampus and thus providing a new tool for the theoretical study of activity-dependent synaptic plasticity.